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ABSTRACT

the officially recognized site of the baptism of Jesus Christ is in the 
Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan. Any other site that claims to be the baptism site of
Jesus is without continuous historic traditions or archaeological evidence. This
White Paper summarizes the historical, archaeological and religious importance
of the authentic site of the baptism of Jesus Christ in the Hashemite Kingdom of
Jordan. “Bethany beyond the Jordan” is among the most important places for Chris-
tians on earth. It is in Jordan, the land of prophets, messengers and saints.

The White Paper concentrates on five main sources that prove the authenticity
of the Baptism Site in Jordan beyond any doubt. These sources are The Bible; the
unbroken testimony of pilgrims and travelers; the ancient Mosaic Map of the Holy
Land; archaeological remains and geological analysis. The paper concludes that the
uniquely-designed Byzantine churches and baptistery mark an important spot and
event, the place where Jesus Christ was baptized by John, received the Holy Spirit
and began his ministry. It is the place where Christianity began as a faith. It is im-
portant to note that three of the churches in the Baptism Site were built during Is-
lamic periods and they provide powerful evidence that Christians and Muslims
lived in harmony, as was demonstrated when the Caliph Omar bin Al-Khattab was
handed the keys of Jerusalem by the Greek Orthodox Patriarch Sophronious.

We also include letters of authentication from church leaders. These were issued
immediately after the rediscovery of the archaeological remains. We include pho-
tographs of many who visited the Baptism Site during the last twenty years. Among
the priorities of the Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan is the establishment of inter-
national charters for the preservation and restoration of historic religious places.
The archaeological remains at the Baptism Site have been preserved with minimal
invasiveness. Biodegradable shelters have been set up and simple trails have been
formed to link various important archaeological sites while being sensitive to the
surrounding environment and its spiritual atmosphere. The World Heritage
Centre’s unanimous adoption of the Baptism Site onto the UNESCO World 
Heritage List in 2015 provided the recognition which ensured that the Site will be
preserved for future generations. Anchored in its historic location, the Baptism Site
looks forward as well as backwards. With its connection to faith and commitment,
it has an important message to share with all people today.
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INTRODUCTION

The Baptism Site is one of the most important places in the world for Christians. 
Unbroken traditions link it to many Biblical events. After the death of Moses in the
area of Mount Nebo, according to Joshua (chapters 1–5), Joshua crossed over the river
Jordan from the area of the baptism site to Jericho. According to 2 Kings (chapter 2:
1–22) Elijah went with Elisha from Gilgal and stood by the Jordan.

Then Elijah took his mantle and rolled it up, and struck the water; the water
was parted to the one side and to the other, until the two of them crossed on
dry ground. [NRSV]

And as they walked on together, a chariot and horses of fire appeared and Elijah
went up into heaven in a whirlwind. Elisha took the mantle that fell from Elijah and
went back and stood by the bank of Jordan and struck the waters and they were parted
to the one side and to the other, and Elisha crossed over. When Elisha arrived at 
Jericho,

The people of the city said to Elisha, ‘The location of this city is good, as my
lord sees; but the water is bad, and the land is unfruitful’. He said, ‘Bring me a
new bowl, and put salt in it’. So they brought it to him. Then he went to the
spring of water and threw the salt into it, and said, ‘Thus says the Lord, I have
made this water wholesome; from now on neither death nor miscarriage shall
come from it’. So the water has been wholesome to this day, according to the
word that Elisha spoke.

According to the Gospel of Luke (1:17), an angel prophesied to Zechariah about
John the Baptist:

With the spirit and power of Elijah he will go before him [that is the Messiah],
to turn the hearts of parents to their children, and the disobedient to the wis-
dom of the righteous, to make ready a people prepared for the Lord. 

John the Baptist came in the spirit and strength of Elijah. According to the Biblical
tradition, he came to the very place from which Elijah was taken up to heaven, which
is to the east of the River Jordan opposite Jericho and lived in a simple cave baptizing
believers.

These three important Biblical events, Elijah’s ascension to heaven, Elisha receiv-
ing the mantle of Elijah, and the beginning of the ministry of John the Baptist, all took
place in a small place called Elijah’s Hill.
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In the Gospel according to Matthew (11:7–8) we learn that:

Jesus began to speak to the crowds about John: ‘What did you go out into the
wilderness to look at? A reed shaken by the wind? What then did you go out
to see? Someone dressed in soft robes? Look, those who wear soft robes are  in
royal palaces.’ 

In the Gospel according to Matthew (3:4), we are told:

Now John wore clothing of camel’s hair with a leather belt around his waist,
and his food was locusts and wild honey.

Both reeds and ‘yanbout’ plants, which provide a natural habitat for bees, surround
Elijah’s Hill to this day. Every effort has been made by the Hashemite Kingdom of
Jordan to preserve the Baptism Site in the way that John the Baptist and Jesus Christ
saw it. This aim is written into the bylaws of the Baptism Site Commission.

Historically, many pilgrims described a spring next to the cave that John the Baptist
lived in, and it is known that reeds grow where there is plenty of water. The spring
next to Elijah’s Hill cannot be seen today, but if you follow its trail along the Holy Val-
ley towards the River Jordan, there can be seen the remains of many hermit cells and
a pilgrims’ station and a large baptism pool. If you continue along the trail close to
the catchment area of the River Jordan, you can walk among the tamarisk trees and
along the track of the spring to arrive at one of the holiest sites on earth for Christians,
the place where John met Jesus and baptized him.

8 the authentic baptism site of jesus christ

A view of Elijah’s Hill from the
south.  



At that spot the remains of five uniquely-designed churches and a unique cruciform
baptistery can be seen.

Throughout history, the occurrence of floods and earthquakes have necessitated
the building of one church after another on this site. St. Mary of Egypt lived a life of
penitence here for 47 years. And there is still a chapel dedicated to her which can be
visited in the Greek Orthodox Monastery.

The site is important for Jews as it is commemorated as the place were Joshua
crossed the Jordan, and it is of the utmost importance for Christians because Chris-
tianity as a faith started here just east of the Jordan. It is also of great importance for
Muslims, because the Prophets and Messengers who lived in or traveled through the
location of the Baptism Site are also mentioned in the Holy Qur’an.

Last, but not least, the Baptism Site has immense importance for all people be-
cause it is from here that some of the world’s great projects—such as The Amman
Message, A Common Word and The World Interfaith Harmony Week—were launched.
The Baptism Site, a holy place for the Abrahamic tradition, has become the place to
build bridges of love and peace.
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An aerial view of John the Baptist’s wilderness from the west.
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Backpage: His Majesty King Abdullah II, Her Majesty Queen Rania, H.R.H. Prince Ghazi Bin Muhammad with His Holiness Pope Francis during
his visit to the Baptism Site on the Jordan River on April 24, 2014. [© Royal Court, The Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan]



THE AUTHENTICITY OF ELIJAH’S HILL AND THE
PLACE WHERE JOHN THE BAPTIST STARTED HIS
MINISTRY

The easiest way to know that the Baptism Site is the authentic site where Jesus was
baptized starts with a simple question: ‘Where did John the Baptist start his ministry?’
Using four major sources, the answer is very simple and straightforward.

1. THE EVIDENCE OF THE BIBLICAL TRADITION

A few verses in the Bible give us the answer. According to 2 Kings (2:1–22):

Now when the Lord was about to take Elijah up to heaven by a whirlwind,
Elijah and Elisha were on their way from Gilgal …. 

Then Elijah said to him, ‘Stay here, for the Lord has sent me to the Jordan’.
But he said, ‘As the Lord lives, and as you yourself live, I will not leave you’.

…. they both were standing by the Jordan. Then Elijah took his mantle and
rolled it up, and struck the water. The water was parted to the one side and to
the other, until the two of them crossed on dry ground. 

…. As they continued walking and talking, a chariot of fire and horses of fire
separated the two of them, and Elijah ascended in a whirlwind into heaven.

…. [Elisha] picked up the mantle of Elijah that had fallen from him, and went
back and stood on the bank of the Jordan. He took the mantle of Elijah that
had fallen from him and struck the water, saying, ‘Where is the Lord, the God
of Elijah?’ When he had struck the water, the water was parted to the one side
and to the other, and Elisha went over. 

[When Elisha arrived at Jericho] the people of the city said to [him], ‘The lo-
cation of this city is good, as my lord sees, but the water is bad and the land is
unfruitful’. He said, ‘Bring me a new bowl, and put salt in it’. So, they brought
it to him. Then he went to the spring of water and threw the salt into it, and
said, ‘Thus says the Lord, I have made this water wholesome; from now on,
neither death not miscarriage shall come from it’. So, the water has been
wholesome to this day, according to the word that Elisha spoke. [NRSV]

According to the last words of the Old Testament, Elijah will be sent once again.

We read in Malachi (4:5-6):
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Lo, I will send you the prophet Elijah before the great and terrible day of the
Lord comes. He will turn the hearts of parents to their children and the hearts
of children to their parents, so that I will not come and strike the land with a
curse.

Moreover, the Gospel of Luke (1:17), along with other passages, clearly indicates that
John came in the spirit and strength of Elijah. We read in Luke (1:13–17):

But the angel said to him, ‘Do not be afraid, Zechariah, for your prayer has
been heard. Your wife Elizabeth will bear you a son, and you will name him
John. You will have joy and gladness, and many will rejoice at his birth, for he
will be great in the sight of the Lord. He must never drink wine or strong drink;
even before his birth he will be filled with the Holy Spirit. He will turn many
of the people of Israel to the Lord their God. With the spirit and power of Eli-
jah he will go before him, to turn the hearts of parents to their children, and
the disobedient to the wisdom of the righteous, to make ready a people pre-
pared for the Lord. [NRSV]

And in John’s Gospel (1:19–28):

This is the testimony given by John when the Jews sent priests and Levites
from Jerusalem to ask him, ‘Who are you?’ He confessed and did not
deny it, but confessed, ‘I am not the Messiah’. And they asked him, ‘What
then? Are you Elijah?’ He said, ‘I am not’. ‘Are you the prophet?’ He
answered, ‘No’. Then they said to him, ‘Who are you? Let us have an
answer for those who sent us. What do you say about yourself?’ He said,
‘I am the voice of one crying out in the wilderness, “Make straight the
way of the Lord”, as the prophet Isaiah said. …… This took place in Be-
thany across the Jordan where John was baptizing. [NRSV]

Also, in John’s Gospel (10:40):

And went away again beyond Jordan into the place where John at first baptized; and
there he abodes.

The verses show clearly that John was living opposite Jericho, east of the Jordan be-
cause he came ‘in the spirit and power of Elijah’ who was taken up to heaven in a char-
iot and horses of fire. Details in other verses tell us that the site today remains similar
to what was seen by John and Jesus Christ. In Matthew 11:7 Jesus asks the crowds:

What did you go out into the wilderness to look at? A reed shaken by the wind?
Someone dressed in soft robes? [ NRSV]
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And we read in Matthew (3:4):

Now John wore clothing of camel’s fair with a leather belt around his waist,
and his food was locusts and wild honey. [NRSV]

And in Mark (1:6):

Now John was clothed with camel’s hair, with a leather belt around his waist,
and he ate locusts and wild honey. [NRSV]

Yanbout plants (Prosopis farcta, the Syrian mesquite), which surround Elijah’s Hill,
are the natural habitat for bees that produce wild white honey, reminding us of what
John ate. Both reeds and yanbout plants surround Elijah’s Hill today. Jordan has
spared no effort to preserve the Baptism Site so that it remains in the way that John
and Jesus Christ saw it. This is among the priorities of the Royal Commission chaired
by H.R.H. Prince Ghazi bin Muhammad, His Majesty King Abdullah II’s Chief 
Advisor for Religious and Cultural Affairs and Personal Envoy of His Majesty.

The verses argue that the approximate geographic location is east of the Jordan
and opposite Jericho. Other sources are needed to pinpoint Elijah’s Hill and the wil-
derness of John the Baptist. For this closer identification, we can draw on the historic
testimony of Pilgrims and point to distinctive archaeological remains.
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2. THE HISTORIC TESTIMONY OF PILGRIMS 
AND TRAVELLERS

Elijah’s Hill was mentioned by many pilgrims during their visits to the Holy Land,
and useful information may be drawn from accounts dating from as early as the 4th
century ad. These accounts described Elijah’s Hill (“Tell el-Kharrar”) as it was at the
beginning of the 4th century and the important Biblical events that happened on and
around it. Their descriptions identify the traditional place of Elijah’s ascension from
a small hill at the entrance of “Wadi el-Kharrar”, around 1800 meters east of the Jor-
dan River in the “El- Kafrein” plain which is not far from the traditional place of the
baptism in the Jordan River.

Among these pilgrims is the anonymous figure of a pilgrim from Bordeaux who
was the first Christian pilgrim from western Europe to arrive in Palestine between
333-334 AD. In his journey from Jericho to the Dead Sea, the pilgrim from Bordeaux
noted:

The water of it is very bitter, and in it there is no kind of fish whatever,
nor any vessel; and if a man casts himself into it in order to swim, the
water turns him over. From thence to the Jordan, where the Lord was
baptized by John, there is a place by the river, a little hill upon the further
(left) bank, from which Elijah was caught up into heaven.1

Theodosius (530 ad) wrote:

Where my Lord was baptized there is on the far side of the Jordan the
(Little hill) called Hermon where Saint Elijah was taken up. The tomb of
Saint Elisha is there. It is five miles from the place where my Lord was
baptized to the point where the Jordan enters the Dead Sea.2

Forty years later (570 ad), Antoninus Martyr, travelling this way with his companions,
wrote after he left Piacenza:

I will take care to explain in what parts I travelled, desiring to follow the
footsteps of Christ, and to see (the sites of) the miracles of the prophets.

So, starting from Placentia (Piacenza), we came to Constantinople, from
where we came to the island of Cyprus, to the city of Constantia, where
St. Epiphanius rests.

When they arrived on the eastern side of the Jordan River, Antoninus wrote:
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Thence we came to the place where the Lord was baptized. In that very
place the children of Israel crossed over Jordan and the sons of prophets
lost their axe; and from that very place Helias was carried up into heaven.
There too is the little hill of Hermon, which is mentioned in the psalm.

On that side of Jordan is the fountain where John used to baptize. From
it to the Jordan is two miles. In the valley itself Helias was found, when
the raven used to bring him bread and meat. On the side of the valley live
a multitude of hermits.

At the place where the water returned to its bed, a wooden cross is fixed
standing in the water; and upon the banks on each side marble steps 
descend into the water.3

John Moschos (619 ad) wrote:

There was an elder living in the monastery of Abba Eustorgios whom
our saintly Archbishop of Jerusalem wanted to appoint higoumen of the
monastery. The candidate however, would not agree and said: ‘I prefer
prayer on Mount Sinai’. The archbishop urged him first to become hi-
goumen and then to depart for the mountain but the elder would not be
persuaded. So the archbishop gave him leave of absence, charging him

3 Stewart A., 1896, The Holy Places Visited by Antoninus Martyr; Palestine Pilgrim Text Society; Vol.2; p.1–11.
.
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to accept the office of higoumen on his return. The elder bid the arch-
bishop farewell and set out on the journey to Mount Sinai, taking his own
disciple with him. They crossed the river Jordan but before they reached
even the first mile-post the elder began to shiver with fever. As he was
unable to walk, they found a small cave and went into it so that the elder
could rest. He stayed in the cave for three days, scarcely able to move and
burning with fever. Then, whilst he was sleeping, he saw a figure who
said to him: ‘Tell me, elder, where do you want to go?’ He replied: ‘To
Mount Sinai’. The vision then said to him: ‘Please, I beg of you, do not go
there’, but as he could not prevail upon the elder, he withdrew from him.
Now the elder’s fever attacked him more violently. Again, the following
night the same figure with the same appearance came to him and said:
‘Why do you insist on suffering like this, good elder? Listen to me and do
not go there’. The elder asked him: ‘Who then are you?’ The vision re-
plied: ‘I am John the Baptist and that is why I say to you: do not go there.
For this little cave is greater than Mount Sinai. Many times, did our Lord
Jesus Christ come in here to visit me. Give me your word that you will
stay here and I will give you back your health’. The elder accepted this
with joy and gave his solemn word that he would remain in the cave. He
was instantly restored to health and stayed there for the rest of his life.
He made the cave into a church and gathered a brotherhood together
there; the place is called Sapsas. Close by it and to the left is the Wadi



Chorath to which Elijah the Tishbite was sent during a drought; it faces
the Jordan.4

At site No.3, he identified the remains of a modern house which was built on the foun-
dations of an older structure. He recorded the existence of three fallen columns on
the ground near this site. He provides the following additional details:5

1. At site No.5, on Tell el-Kharrar where there are some cisterns located on slopes
of the Tell, he described a vault system used in building the cisterns.

2. At site No.6, he described a church apse with well-dressed stones and the bases
of columns among the other remains scattered over the site.

Many pilgrims and travelers linked Elijah’s Hill with the site where Jesus Christ was
baptized. Their testimonies, references and maps are of great importance. As will be
seen later on, their evidence matches the Biblical references, the archaeological dis-
coveries and the ancient Mosaic Map of the Holy Land. The valuable testimonies and
maps of pilgrims from the 4th to the 20th century and early photographs of Elijah’s
Hill (Abel / RB 1932) clearly mark the place where Elijah was taken up to heaven and
link it with ‘Shaphsaphas’ which is depicted in the Mosaic Map of the Holy Land.
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A photo of Elijah’s Hill, 1932.



3. THE MOSAIC MAP OF THE HOLY LAND

The ancient Mosaic Map of the Holy Land, which was made in 562 ad, is another im-
portant source that proves the authenticity of the Baptism Site. It is a priceless source
and is beautifully depicted, very accurate and to scale. It includes over 150 sites that
are mentioned in the Bible.

Zooming into the map we can see various locations around the Baptism Site.
Among the most important landmarks that can be seen are the northern part of the
Dead Sea, the southern part of the River Jordan, Jericho and Galgala. The two names
‘Aenon’ and ‘Saphsaphas’ are shown on the map at the location of the Baptism Site
and there is an illustration of a deer chased by a lion. ‘Betabara’ is depicted on the op-
posite bank and there are two fish in the middle of the river.

It is important to note that animals are not depicted anywhere else on the map ex-
cept for the Baptism Site area. It is reasonable to assume that this is because it was a
wilderness connected to John the Baptist. Looking at the creatures that are depicted
on the map in the area of Bethany beyond the Jordan, we see two fish, one going to-
ward the Dead Sea while the other is going away. A logical explanation of this is that
fish do not live in the Dead Sea so they move north into the Jordan.

Fish are frequently used as a symbol of Christianity. This is because the five Greek
letters which spell the word “fish” are the initial letters of the five words: ‘Jesus Christ
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God’s Son Saviour’. Fish are also used as a symbol for baptism, for just as fish cannot
live except in water, a true Christian cannot live except by the waters of baptism.

As for the deer that is chased by a lion, it can be seen as ‘evil’ chasing ‘good’ or ‘the
strong chasing or attacking the weak’, or, even Herod the Tetrarch chasing or attack-
ing John the Baptist who criticized his marriage to his brother’s wife, Herodias. We
know from the Gospel of Matthew that John had said to Herod, ‘It is not lawful for
you to have her’ (Matthew 14:4).

On the basis, then, of Biblical sources and the testimony of pilgrims, we can con-
clude that the ancient Mosaic Map of the Holy Land, made in Madaba in the 6th cen-
tury, is a reference of extraordinary importance. 
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phic locations surrounding the
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4. RECENT ARCHAEOLOGICAL DISCOVERIES 
AT ELIJAH’S HILL

A. THE RHETORIOS MONASTERY
In 1995, H.R.H. Prince Ghazi bin Muhammad and the Late Father Michele Piccirillo6

explored the area and finally stood on Elijah’s Hill. From there they proceeded to the
river Jordan. In doing this, they were risking their lives because there were still mine-
fields in the catchment area of the River Jordan.

Soon afterwards a programme to remove mines from the site began. This was fol-
lowed in 1997 by an archaeological survey by a specialized team from the Department
of Antiquities of Jordan headed by Dr. Mohammad Waheeb. Test trenches in specific
locations starting with the small, low hill yielded significant results and a monastery
was uncovered. In July 1998, Engineer Rustom Mhkjian led a restoration and preser-
vation team to the area. Engineer Mhkjian carried forward the initial work and 
made more archaeological discoveries. He found a well, dug deep in a partially-
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H.R.H. Prince Ghazi bin 
Muhammad at Tell Mar Elias,
1995.

6 Father Piccirillo was a Franciscan father and professor of archaeology. He was an enthusiastic and dynamic character
who furthered the study, conservation and protection of archaeological monuments of the early Byzantine period, par-
ticularly mosaics, in Jordan, Palestine and Syria. Father Piccirillo’s reputation was unrivalled and he was invited to lec-
ture all over the world. He wrote dozens of scholarly articles and numerous books, most notably the landmark Mosaics
of Jordan (1993), in which he brought the corpus of Jordan’s mosaic art together. But his volumes on Mayfa’ah Umm al-
Rasas (1993), Mount Nebo (1998) and The Madaba Map Centenary 1897–1997 (1999) were no less important. One of his
lasting contributions to the academic field was to demonstrate through archaeological evidence the continuity of early
Byzantine traditions into the Islamic periods, a theme now commonly accepted among most scholars of the subject.
After his death in Livorno, Italy, Father Piccirillo was laid to rest on 1st November 2008 at Mount Nebo.



destroyed pool of the Roman period in the northeastern part of the hill. The upper
western part (10 courses of sandstone that was tilting by about 10 degrees) was care-
fully dismantled and restored. The process was carefully documented. The location
is seen in the plan that was produced by Mr. Franco Sciorilli7 (3.e) below:

Mr. Franco Sciorilli carried out a detailed assessment of the conservation of archae-
ological sites discovered at the Baptism Site. He was assigned by Dr. Rami Thaher, a
renowned architect who specialized in the management and conservation of cultural
heritage. Dr. Thaher was appointed by the Baptism Site Board of Trustees to prepare
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7 Mr. Sciorilli studied at Sapienza University of Rome. He is an Italian restorer who came to Jordan in 1994 to work
with Father Piccirillo as part of the ‘Studium Biblicum Franciscanum’ mission. Their efforts concentrated on Mount
Nebo and the Madaba region but included mosaic restoration projects elsewhere. In May 2016, Franco Sciorilli was
awarded the Onorificenza dell’Ordine della Stella d’Italia (Knight of the Order of the Star of Italy) for his efforts in cul-
tural heritage preservation.

Elijah’s Hill 
(Rhetorios Monastery)



a Management File to be used as part of a study to show the quality of the conservation
of the archaeological remains for UNESCO purposes. As noted on the map, the main
components and features of the monastery are as follows:

The Western Church (the Cave Church)
The Western church consists of two parts: There is the cave which is cut in the natural
rock and was used as the apse and there is the nave to the west. Niches can be seen in
the eastern and southern parts of the cave. Remains of the door of the chancel screen
separating the apse and the nave were restored. The nave of the church consisted of
the foundations of four bases built of well-dressed sandstone ashlars creating a nave
and three aisles. Minimal parts of the remains of the colored mosaic floor of the nave
area were discovered and were well-protected. 

When churches are built around a natural cave, the cave is given particular signifi-
cance. It indicates that either someone of great importance lived in it or that a very
important event took place there, or both. From the testimony of pilgrims and Biblical
references, it seems clear that John the Baptist lived there and that Jesus Christ visited
him in the cave.

The Northern Church
The Northern Church, which was built in the Byzantine period, has a well- preserved
mosaic floor and consists of two sections, a rectangular apse and a nave. The distin-
guishing feature in the centre of the apse area is a complete Greek inscription set in a
mosaic floor. It is translated as follows: ‘By the help of the grace of Christ our God
the whole monastery was constructed in the time of Rhetorios, the most God-beloved
Presbyter and Abbot. May God the Savior give him mercy’.
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The entire floor of the church is covered by a colored mosaic with a frame and cross
marks depicted at the corners and centers of beautiful geometrical designs. Some
crack marks indicate that the church was destroyed as a result of an earthquake. Pillar
foundations along the northern and southern walls of the church must have supported
the roof. In some parts of the internal northern wall a smooth layer of white plaster
can be seen. The church has two entrances, one in the northern wall, around 70 cen-
timeters wide, and the other main entrance is to the west.
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The Water System
A cistern (3.a) and a cylindrical well (3.b) are located in the southern part of the mon-
astery. Ceramic pipes were discovered in the southeastern direction and were de-
signed to get water into the monastery. Within the monastery wall, open canals
transferred water through settling basins to make sure fresh water was available
within the monastery for the service of both monks and pilgrims. The recovered well
was dug in the natural Lisan Marl rock. Well-cut sandstone ashlars were used to build
its inner sides. A thick layer of lime was added and covered by a smooth layer of plaster
to prevent any seepage. The cistern was roofed by using a vault system since remains
of the vaults are still visible on both the eastern and southern upper parts. It is rea-
sonable to assume that the purpose of the roof was to reduce evaporation during the
summer and to keep the water inside clean. Remains of the white mosaic floor of the
cistern can still be seen in the southwestern corner. 
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Major archaeological remains south of the Rhetorios monastery include a prayer
hall with a white mosaic floor. They also include the remains of ‘the arch church’ of
which a small part of its mosaic floor has been preserved. It was named ‘His Holiness
Pope John Paul II Church’ after the Pope’s visit to the site on the 21st of March, 2000
CE during which he held a mass in the church in the presence of around 15,000
believers.

Thus, on the evidence of Biblical references, documented notes by pilgrims, ar-
chaeological discoveries and the Mosaic Map of the Holy Land, the following can be
concluded and confirmed:

• The place of Elijah’s ascension to heaven is where Elisha received the prophet’s
mantle and John the Baptist started his ministry. This is where he lived in a cave
and baptized believers in the spring that flowed just east of the sacred hill.

• The site today is similar to what John the Baptist and Jesus Christ saw.
• A monastery (Rhetorios Monastery) was built in the Byzantine period.
• The history of the hill and its holiness go back around 2800 years.
• The presence of monks living in the monastery up to the early Islamic period

is an indication of Christian-Muslim coexistence from the very beginning.
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B. THE PILGRIMS’ STATION
Throughout history, many Christian pilgrims following the trail of the prophets
visited the region east of the Jordan River on their way from Jerusalem to Mount
Nebo. They usually crossed the Jordan River near Jericho, visiting and sometimes
carefully describing important sites and events that took place at some of the places
they saw.

A pilgrims’ station was built during the Byzantine period between the Jordan River
and Elijah’s Hill. It was located at a strategic spot from which the eastern parts of Je-
rusalem, Jericho and the catchment area of the River Jordan to the west, and Mount
Nebo to the east can be seen. Pilgrims used the station along the old Christian pil-
grimage route following the trails of the prophets and visiting places where important
Biblical events took place. The pilgrims’ station consisted of a number of rooms
around an open courtyard.

Two Roman roads were built during the era of the Emperor Hadrian. Around 129
AD, a road was built to connect ‘Hesban’ or Esbus with ‘Tell al-Rameh’ or Livias, Jer-
icho and Jerusalem. When Christianity was recognized officially, the same road was
used by pilgrims and continued on to Mount Nebo. (Fr. Piccirillo)

C. THE LARGE POOL
A large pool from the byzantine period was uncovered during the excavation in the
lower area of Bethany beyond the Jordan flanking the Jordan River, called the ‘Zor’
area. This large stone-built and plastered pool measures around 25 meters x 15 meters,
and might have been used for group baptisms in the Byzantine period at times when
the river flooded. A well-built open canal directed water into the pool from the spring
to the north- east. It could be emptied through an opening in its southern wall. 
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D. THE CAVES (THE HERMIT CELLS)
Two caves or ‘hermit cells’ are located around 300m from the Jordan River and were
carved into the Lisan Marl ‘Qattar’ hills overlooking the catchment area of the Jordan
River and the western side of the Jordan Valley. These caves were accessible from the
western or eastern sides by ladders or ropes. They both have semicircular niches for
prayer carved in the eastern side. They are typical of Byzantine church design (Reuben
and Taylor, 2010: 71). Moreover, both cells are divided into two chambers. Hermits
used these caves as places for pious devotion, meditation, prayer and as dwellings.
Many pilgrims mentioned hermits living in caves and cells in this area, and on either
bank of the spring.
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E. SAINT MARY OF EGYPT8

Saint Mary, also known as Maria Aegyptiaca, was born somewhere in the Province
of Egypt. At the age of twelve she ran away from her parents to the city of Alexandria.
There, she lived an extremely dissolute life. After seventeen years of this lifestyle, she
travelled to Jerusalem for the Great Feasts of the Exaltation of the Holy Cross. She
continued her habitual lifestyle for a short time in Jerusalem.

Her Vita recounts that when she tried to enter the Church of the Holy Sepulcher
for the celebration, she was barred from doing so by an unseen force. Realizing that
this was because of her impurity, she was struck with remorse, and upon seeing an
icon of the Virgin Mary outside the church, she prayed for forgiveness and promised
to give up the world. Then she attempted to go into the church again, and this time
was enabled to enter. After venerating the relic of the True Cross, she returned to the
icon to give thanks and heard a voice telling her: ‘If you cross the Jordan, you will find
glorious rest’. She immediately went to the monastery of Saint John the Baptist on
the bank of the River Jordan where she received absolution and afterwards Holy Com-
munion. The next morning, she crossed the Jordan and retired to the desert to live
the rest of her life as a hermit in penitence. She took with her only three loaves of
bread, and once they were gone, lived only on what she could find in the wilderness.

About a year before her death, she recounted her life to Saint Zosimas of Palestine,
who encountered her in the desert. When he had unexpectedly met her in the desert,
she was completely naked and almost unrecognizable as human. She asked Zosimas
to toss her his mantle so that she might cover herself. She asked him to meet her at
the banks of the Jordan, on Holy Thursday of the following year and bring her Holy
Communion. When he fulfilled her wish, she crossed the river to get to him by walk-
ing on the surface of the water and received Holy Communion. She told him to meet
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her again in the desert the following Lent. The next year, Zosimas travelled to the
same spot where he had first met her, some twenty days’ journey from his monastery,
and found her lying there dead. According to an inscription written in the sand next
to her head, she had died on the very night he had given her Communion and had
somehow been miraculously transported to the place he found her with her body pre-
served. He buried her body with the assistance of a passing lion. On returning to the
monastery, he related her life story to the brethren, and it was preserved among them
as an oral tradition until it was written down by St. Sophronius. This important tradi-
tion means that the Baptism Site is also a place of repentance.
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F. THE AUTHENTICITY OF THE PLACE WHERE JESUS CHRIST
WAS BAPTISED

1. The Biblical Evidence

The Christian gospels are clear about the place where Jesus Christ was baptized and
that the Holy Spirit descended on him before he began his ministry: Matthew (3:13–17)
records:

Then Jesus came from Galilee to John at the Jordan, to be baptized by him.
John would have prevented him, saying, ‘I need to be baptized by you, and do
you come to me?’ But Jesu answered him, ‘Let it be so now, for it is proper for
us in this way to fulfil all righteousness’. Then he consented. And when Jesus
had been baptized, just as he came up from the water, suddenly the heavens
were opened to him and he saw the Spirit of God descending like a dove and
slighting on him. And a voice from heaven said, ‘This is my Son, the Beloved,
with whom I am well pleased’. [NRSV]

We also read in the Gospel of Mark (1:9–12):

In those days Jesus came from Nazareth of Galilee and was baptized by John
in the Jordan. And just as he was coming up out of the water, he saw the
heavens torn apart and the Spirit descending like a dove on him. And a voice
came from heaven, ‘You are my Son, the Beloved; with you I am well pleased’.
And the Spirit immediately drove him out into the wilderness. [NRSV]

And in the Gospel of John (1:19–42):

This is the testimony given by John when the Jews sent priests and Levites
from Jerusalem to ask him, ‘Who are you?’ He confessed and did not
deny it, but confessed, ‘I am not the Messiah’. And they asked him, ‘What
then? Are you Elijah?’ He said, ‘I am not’. ‘Are you the prophet?’ He
answered. ‘No’. Then they said to him, ‘Who are you? Let us have an
answer for those who sent us. What do you say about yourself?’ He said,
‘I am the voice of one crying out in the wilderness, “Make straight the
way of the Lord”, as the prophet Isaiah said’. Now they had been sent
from the Pharisees. They asked him, ‘Why then are you baptizing if you
are neither the Messiah, not Elijah, nor the prophet?’ John answered
them, ‘I baptize with water. Among you stands one whom you do not
know, the one who is coming after me; I am not worthy to untie the thong
of his sandal’. This took place in Bethany across the Jordan where John
was baptizing.  The next day he saw Jesus coming towards him and de-
clared, ‘Here is the Lamb of God who takes away the sin of the world!
This is he of whom I said, ‘After me comes a man who ranks ahead of me
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because he was before me’. I myself did not know him; but I came bap-
tizing with water for this reason, that he might be revealed to Israel’. And
John testified, ‘I saw the Spirit descending from heaven like a dove, and
it remained on him. I myself did not know him, but the one who sent me
to baptize with water said to me, ‘He on whom you see the Spirit descend
and remain is the one who baptizes with the Holy Spirit’. And I myself
have seen and have testified that this is the Son of God. [NRSV]

And the Gospel of John tells us of Jesus’ public ministry and first converts:

The next day John again was standing with two of his disciples, and as he watched
Jesus walk by, he exclaimed, ‘Look, here is the Lamb of God!’ The two disciples heard
him say this, and they followed Jesus. When Jesus turned and saw them following, he
said to them, ‘What are you looking for?’ They said to him, ‘Rabbi’ (which translated
means Teacher), ‘where are you staying?’ He said to them, ‘Come and see’. They
came and saw where he was staying, and they remained with him that day. It was
about four o’clock in the afternoon. One of the two who heard John speak and fol-
lowed him was Andrew, Simon Peter’s brother. He first found his brother Simon and
said to him, ‘We have found the Messiah’ (which is translated Anointed). He brought
Simon to Jesus, who looked at him and said, ‘You are Simon son of John. You are to
be called Cephas’ (which is translated Peter). [NRSV]

The Gospel of Luke (3:21–23) says:

Now when all the people were baptized, and when Jesus also had been bap-
tized and was praying, the heaven was opened, and the Holy Spirit descended
on him in bodily form like a dove. And a voice came from heaven, ‘You are
my Son, the Beloved; with you I am well pleased’. Jesus was about thirty years
old when he began his work. He was the son (as was thought) of Joseph’s son
of Heli. [NRSV]

Jesus Christ is believed to be the first person to have received baptism with the Holy
Spirit. The Spirit descended on Jesus as he came out of the water and confirmed on
him the authority and power of God.  Immediately afterwards, followed by his dis-
ciples Andrew and Simon whom he called Peter, Jesus began his ministry and showed
that power of God by casting out demons, healing the sick, and teaching with auth-
ority.

The gospels present John the Baptist’s ministry as the precursor to that of Jesus
and the Baptism of Jesus as marking the beginning of Jesus’ ministry.
 
2. The Testimony of Pilgrims

The place of the baptism of Jesus Christ has been mentioned by many pilgrims who
visited the Holy Land. These pilgrims carefully described the geographic location of
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the site and some remains that they saw there during their journeys. As mentioned
above, many of them linked it with the place of Elijah’s ascension to heaven. Some of
them are quoted below. Among them we have the anonymous pilgrim from Bordeaux
who was the first Christian pilgrim from western Europe and arrived in Palestine
during the years 333–334 ad. In his journey from Jericho to the Dead Sea, the pilgrim
from Bordeaux mentioned:

The water of it is very bitter, and in it there is no kind of fish whatever,
nor any vessel; and if a man casts himself into it in order to swim, the
water turns him over. From thence to the Jordan, where the Lord was
baptized by John, there is a place by the river, a little hill upon the further
(left) bank, from which Elijah was caught up into heaven.9

Theodosius (530 ad) wrote: ‘From Bethsaida to Paneas is 50 miles. There the Jordan
emerges from two sources the Jor and the Dan. These run into Paneas and meet under
the city, whence the river takes the name “Jordan”’. Theodosius also described the
church of St. John the Baptist on the eastern side of the Jordan River saying:

In the place where the Lord was baptized there is a single marble Pillar,
and on the Pillar an iron cross has been fastened. There too is the church
of St. John the Baptist, which the Emperor Anastasius built. This church
is very lofty, as it is built above large chambers on account of the River
Jordan when it overflows. Where the Lord was baptized beyond Jordan,
there is a little mountain called Hermon (Mount Tabor in Galilee): there
holy Elijah was caught up. The tomb of holy Elisha, where he blessed the
fountain is there and above the tomb a church has been built. It is 5 miles
from where the Lord was baptized to the place where the Jordan enters
the Dead Sea.10

From these ancient and detailed notes of both the pilgrim from Bordeaux and Theo-
dosius, some important conclusions may be drawn:

• Theodosius gives the distance of 5 miles from the Dead Sea to the place
where Jesus was baptized and both records link it with Elijah’s Hill east
of the Jordan.

• The pilgrim from Bordeaux does not mention any churches because they
had not yet been built. But Theodosius’ accurate description of the St.
John the Baptist Church and the map are very useful. As will be seen later
when we discuss the archaeological discoveries, his account closely
matches ‘Church No.1’.
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Forty years later, (circa 560-70 ad), Antoninus, Martyr of Piacenza, travelling with
his companions, said after he left Placentia:

I will take care to explain in what parts I travelled, desiring to follow the
footsteps of Christ, and to see (the sites of) the miracles of the prophets.
So, starting from Placentia, we came to Constantinople, from where 
we came to the island of Cyprus, to the city of Constantia, where St.
Epiphanius rests.

He then added:

Thence we came to the place where the Lord was baptized. In that very
place the children of Israel crossed over Jordan and the sons of the
prophets lost their axe; and from that very place Helias was carried up
into heaven. There, too, is the little hill of Hermon, which is mentioned
in the psalm.8

Antoninus Martyr added:

On that side of Jordan is the fountain where John used to baptize. From
it to the Jordan is two miles. In the valley itself Helias was found, when
the raven used to bring him bread and meat. On the side of the valley live
a multitude of hermits.

He further added:
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At the place where the water returned to its bed, a wooden cross is fixed
standing in the water, and upon the banks on each side marble steps de-
scend into the water.11

The French pilgrim, Arculf, (670 ad) wrote:12

That sacred and honored place where the Lord was baptized by John is
always covered by the waters of the River Jordan. In that sacred place a
wooden cross of great size is fixed ... From the site of the above- men-
tioned cross a stone bridge is carried on arches to the bank, across which
people go and descend by a slope to the bank, ascending as they return.

He also recorded:

At the edge of the river is a small square church, built, as is said, on the
spot where the garments of the Lord were taken care of at the time when
He was baptized.

This is raised, so as to be uninhabitable, on four stone vaults, standing
above the waters which flow below. It is protected above by slaked lime,
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and below, as has been said, it is supported by vaults and arches. This
church is in the lower ground of the valley through which the river Jordan
flows.

St. Willibald (754 ad) noted:

A church stands there now raised up high on stone columns, and under-
neath the church is now dry ground where our Lord was baptized on this
very spot. And where they now baptize there stands a cross of wood in
the middle and there is a little channel of water there and a rope extending
over the Jordan and secured on either side.13

This description of both Arculf and St. Willibald match ‘Church No.2’ and the cruci-
form baptistery.

Epiphanius (750-800 ad) described a huge church (the Church of the Trinity)
being built on the bank of the river a mile west of John the Baptist Monastery (Elijah’s
Hill) where he stayed overnight.11 This closely matches ‘Church No.4’ (ADAJ 2007
RM). Abbot Daniel (1106-7 ad), who came from Russia, noted:

The place where Christ was baptized is distant from the river Jordan as
far as a man can throw a small stone. There is a small chapel with a small
apse that marks the place where Jesus was baptized.14

This closely matches ‘Church no.5’. Abel (1932) identified four archaeological sites in
and near the area of Wadi el- Kharrar. He believed that these sites, which numbered
(2), (3), (5) and (6) were among the most important remains in the area.

Regarding site No.2, he saw the foundations of a church built over an arch system
near the Jordan River. At site No.3, he identified the remains of a modern house built
on the foundations of a church built over an arch system near the Jordan River and
also built on the foundations of older structures. He recorded the existence of three
fallen columns on the ground near this site. He provided the following additional 
details:15

• At site No.5, Tell el-Kharrar where there are with somecisterns on the
slopes of the Tell, he described a vault system which was used in building
the cisterns.

• At site No.6, he described a church apse with well-dressed stones and
column bases among the other remains scattered over the site.
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The testimonies, accounts and maps of some of the pilgrims mentioned above are
very important, specifically because they all describe the place where Jesus Christ was
baptized. Yet, because they visited the site on different dates, has a slightly different
description depending on what they saw during their visits.

It is clear, however, that their descriptions of early churches match the archaeologi-
cal discoveries on the spot, giving important clues about how believers continued to
rebuild a new church after the destruction of the previous one because of either earth-
quakes or floods from the Jordan River. They reused the stones of destroyed churches,
but fortunately they left enough of their foundations or parts of them for us to see the
continuity.

Consequently, a careful map of the existing remains of the five churches was drawn
and published in the Annual of the Department of Antiquities of Jordan (ADAJ), 2007.
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5. THE ARCHAEOLOGICAL REMAINS

The Pillared Hall / Church of St. John the Baptist, ‘Church No.1’
The pillared hall is built on sandy soil at an absolute level of -394.81m, compared to
the lowest level of the site at -385.00m and the level of the Jordan River on 15 January,
2003 of -402.00m. The remains of a set of stone pillars running east-west and north-
south are evident. There are nine pillars in the east-west direction (total length of the
church 25.15m), and possibly six in the north-south direction (total length 25.80m). 

The existence of that many pillars is evidenced by:

• The remains of foundations for two pillars along the south wall of the
Basilica;

• The distances between the north-south piers;
• The material and mortar used;
• The dimensions of the foundations;
• The level of the extant foundations.

The foundations vary in size but they are constructed of fieldstones of average size
bound together by a cementing material of gray color with plaster remains still evident
on the surface of some of the foundations. The pillars also vary in size. Sandstone
ashlars were used in building the outer sides of the pillars, whereas the core consisted
of field stones and cementing material. The pillars were raised to a minimum height
of 2.5m judging from the remains of one of them.
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Some fragments of white medium-sized mosaic tesserae were also found. It is
therefore concluded that these sets of pillars were designed to carry or support a large
platform that, in turn, might have supported or formed the elevated floor of a mon-
astery, basilica or other structure. The lack of a floor supports the identification of
the set of pillars as the substructure for an elevated building. This seems to be the
Church of St. John the Baptist built by the Emperor Anastasius (491-518 AD) and de-
scribed by Theodosius.
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The ‘Marble’ Steps
A flight of shale steps leads from the Upper Basilica down to a cruciform baptismal
pool. They were probably constructed before 570 ad. The steps have been restored
but the original parts are easily distinguished visually from the restored parts, in ac-
cordance with international charters for restoration and preservation. It has to be
taken into consideration that the level of the Jordan River changes throughout the
year, and during certain times of the year, this pool still has water in it. Two stone
walls on either side of the stairs give it support. The southern wall has been restored.

Although Antoninus Martyr (570 ad) mentions ‘marble steps’, the real material
discovered was shale, but the rest of the discoveries match his description.

The Four Piers and the Mantle Chapel, ‘Church No. 2’
The flight of marble steps leads down to a cruciform baptismal pool where four large
piers were also constructed. The superstructure that the piers once supported is no
longer extant, but it is assumed to have been the Chapel of the Mantle, commemorat-
ing the spot where Jesus took off his garments before being baptized. Three piers are
extant. The fourth, southeastern pier had almost totally vanished, but could be as-
sumed by reason of symmetry, so it was later restored. Excavations carried out in the
summer of 2002 uncovered a few ashlars and fieldstones scattered in their presumed
location (Mkhjian and Kanellopoulos 2003:14). 

Sandstone ashlars, about 0.30m high, were used to construct the outer faces of the
piers, which had a core densely filled with fieldstone and sandstone pieces well-ce-
mented with a lime mortar. At the lower parts of the existing piers grayish plaster
covering them was, and still is, well-attached (total thickness of 15–20mm) with
hundreds of cross marks incised all over them. Inscriptions were also noted on the
southern part of the northwestern pier.

‘A study of the arch stones found in the center of the four piers indicated that they
belonged to arches of about 1.8m in radius. Knowing that the distance between the
piers is about 3.50–3.60, we could conclude that they belonged to arches and vaults
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on top of the piers. The remains of a large arched gateway with doorjambs, each 1m
wide, are in the western pair of piers. The clear opening of the gate is 2.50m, thus cor-
responding to the width of the staircase that leads from the four piers to the basilica
‘church No.3’’ (Mkhjian and Kanellopoulos 2003:14.).

The French pilgrim Arculf, who came to the site at around 670 ad, wrote:

Right at the river’s edge stands a small rectangular church which was
built, so it is said, at the place where the Lord’s clothes were placed while
he was baptized. The fact that it is supported on four stone vaults makes
it usable, since the water, which comes in from all sides, is underneath it.
It has a tiled roof. This remarkable church is supported, as we have said,
by arches and vaults, and stands in the lower part of the valley through
which the Jordan flows.16

His description matches what has been found, confirming that a chapel was built
on four stone vaults, above the water, and in the location where, supposedly, Jesus
Christ left his garments before being baptized. Over 80 years later St. Willibald seems
to have seen the same chapel, or the nearby basilica, as he speaks about a church built
on stone columns (Wright 1848:17; Mkhjian 2005: 403).
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(Chrysanthos Kanellopoulos).

Hypothetical reconstruction of the ‘Small Chapel’ built on the piers
of an older, ruined bridge (Chrysanthos Kanellopoulos).
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Lower Basilica ‘Church No. 3’
Test trenches in the western parts of both the northern and southern aisles of the
lower basilica uncovered marble floors of various geometrical shapes and colors, gen-
erally tilting towards the west with fallen ashlars directly over the southwest part of
the marble pavement. Parts of the southern wall of the Lower Basilica could also be
seen in those trenches. Since the sections formed by the difference in height between
the floor levels of the third and the fourth churches is about 2m in its westernmost
parts and included mixed material such as marble fragments, ashlars, pottery, etc.,
and since the walls of the Basilica were partly built from the remains of the Lower Ba-
silica, it can be assumed that the Basilica overlaid the remains of the Lower Basilica
and made use of those remains to strengthen its foundation.

Since the floor tilts to the west, floods from the west must have caused the destruc-
tion of the Lower Basilica by undermining its foundations. This is an indication that
the main course of the river was probably just west of the Lower Basilica. Floods
would also be the cause of the destruction of the Basilica itself, since most of its west-
ern parts have vanished. The Lower Basilica has not been completely investigated be-
cause it would have been inappropriate to excavate through the floor of the Basilica
to expose the complete remains of the lower Basilica.
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Basilica ‘Church No. 4’
The Basilica was built at a ground level higher than the surrounding remains, so
relatively little remains of it. The building had a minimum length of 27m and a width
of 15.80m. A plan of part of the Pillared Hall and of the Basilica shows an interior
width of 13.38m (the interior dimension of 15.80m equals 50 standard early Byzantine
feet measuring 0.315m each). Since the Basilica was partly built over the remains of
earlier structures (the Lower Basilica and the Pillared Hall), its construction made use
of those remains as foundations, especially for its northern and southern walls. 

Elsewhere, the foundations are of fieldstones of medium size, well-cemented with
a grayish lime mortar, the height varying according to the original topography. The
existing external walls indicate that they were built of sandstone ashlars forming both
the inner and the outer faces, with a mixture of fieldstones and sandstone pieces 

Remains of the Lower 
Basilica found in the test
trench

The basilica from the east,
‘Church No. 4’



cemented together forming the core of the walls. Those have an average width of
1.10m. Rectangular piers with sections measuring 1.30 x 0.58m and 1.42 x 0.58m sup-
ported the roof. The westernmost standing piers are spaced 3.42m apart. Certain
blocks at foundation level can be interpreted as infrastructure for more piers. The
clear width of the nave is 5.12m and the widths of the south and north aisles are and
3.63m respectively. Features in the central aisle include the sandstone foundations for
the chancel screen, a rectangular apse measuring 7.6m long (north-south) and in its
center is the altar (0.80m2), made of sandstone. Remaining marble slabs on both its
western and southern sides indicate it was riveted with marble. West of the altar are
the remains of a mosaic floor of medium-sized colored tesserae.

Among the motifs, a vase with two handles and flowers can be noted. On the east
corner of the vase, a rosette is depicted. To the east of the altar there was a marble
floor of geometrical design (opus sectile). The marble has totally vanished but 
the underlying mortar (of grayish color) retains the impressions of the pattern. The
remains of a wall foundation of an apse built of sandstone indicate the extent of the
rectangular apse. In both the northern and southern aisles, only the floor bedding
survives, with some remains of a mosaic floor in the eastern part of the northern aisle
showing a geometric motif with large colored tesserae.

The Small Chapel  ‘Church No. 5’
Around the 12th century ad, a small chapel was built on the remains of the northwest-
ern pier. The existing remains of the chapel show that it was built using materials simi-
lar to all the other churches. There is only one course of sandstone wall remaining in
its northern and northeastern parts (Mkhjian and Kanellopoulos 2003:14). However,
these remains are enough to assume a chapel about 3.05m wide and 5m long. In the
middle of the northern wall an entrance, 1.6m wide, led to the chapel of which only
the whitish bedding of the pavement now remains. The northern wall is 0.60m thick
and was built using sandstone ashlars (0.30m high) on the outer and inner faces. The
core of the wall is densely filled with boulders and sandstone pieces that are well-ce-
mented. The apse is enclosed within the rectangular external walls and is almost semi-
circular (0.95m deep, 2.25m wide) with the eastern wall about 0.85m thick. The apse
floor is around 0.15m higher than the floor of the nave. Again, only the whitish bed-
ding of the floor remains in the apse.
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In the center of the chancel screen, there is a reused white marble capital with sand-
stone ashlars around it. The architects made use of the best-preserved northwestern
pier as the main foundation for the chapel. But it is important to note that the chapel
was not built parallel to the pier walls. In other words, the chapel is oriented almost
exactly east-west, and was larger than the pier (Mkhjian and Kanellopoulos 2003:15).
Hence, the following can be deduced:

• After the destruction of the mantle chapel because of floods and/or earth-
quakes, a smaller chapel was built on the ruins of the northwestern base
(pier).

• The baptistery area below the structure of the four piers was no longer
in use.

• The staircase had partially collapsed and was covered by alluvial deposits.
• The Basilicas had also been destroyed; we can assume this because a re-

used marble capital at the center of the chancel screen and other reused
stones can be seen in the southern section of the chapel.

Geological Analysis
A preliminary report of the field study of ground deformation at the Baptismal 
Archaeological Site by Dr. Tina Niemi and Alexander Dahne was submitted on the
25th of May, 2004 to the Department of Antiquities.  It is another important resource
because it answers many questions about the continued destruction of the archae-
ological sites, and takes account of the important question of the distance today be-
tween the Jordan River and the remains of the ancient churches built in memory of
the baptism of Jesus Christ. An archaeoseismologic and tectonic geomorphic field
study was initiated at the Baptism Site between May 11–25, 2004. 

The field research was conducted through a cooperative agreement with the 
Department of Antiquities of Jordan (DoA). Within the report Dr. Niemi notes:

The recent excavations of the Baptismal site along the Jordan River have
exposed ruins of several churches, wells, pools, caves, birkehs, aqueducts,
and a monastery. The site is located along the east bank of the Jordan
River just north of the Dead Sea. Over the past 2000 years, the baptismal
site and its ruins have experienced several major environmental and cata-
strophic changes. The river has experienced several episodes of incision
and infilling as the level of the Dead Sea changed and flooded the site.
The river has also meandered away from the site [my emphasis] and has
induced bank slumping. On top of these fluvial geomorphic changes, the
site is located along the seismically active Jordan Valley fault. This fault
is a segment of the Dead Sea Transform fault system that periodically
produces strong to major devastating earthquakes. … The John the Bap-
tist Church site is built over highly unstable late Holocene (<2000 years)
alluvium deposited from the Jordan River that is inter-bedded with at
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least two distinct white-colored lacustrine deposits from the Dead Sea.
These sedimentary sections were first described by Nikos Mourtzas 
during his visit to the site in January 2003. The geologic section exposed
at the site is  predominantly fine-grained silts and clay. The inter-bedding
of silt and clay suggest that the sediment was deposited from slack waters
ponded in a low- lying area similar to an ‘oxbow lake’ (a meander curve
that has been hydraulically disconnected from the main river flow and
receives water during flood stages of the river). Several inter-bedded sand
horizons denote periods of higher stream velocities moving past the site.

All these references, including the Biblical references, testimonies and maps from
pilgrims, the ancient Mosaic Map of the Holy Land, the archaeological discoveries
and the geological report, clearly answer a question of the utmost importance:
Churches were built from the early Byzantine period up to the Islamic periods to mark
a very important spot and event just east of the Jordan River where Jesus Christ 
was baptized by John who lived in a simple cave having come in the spirit and strength 
of Elijah.
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LETTERS OF AUTHENTICATION AND IMPORTANT VISITS 
TO THE BAPTISM SITE

LETTERS OF AUTHENTICATION

In 1995, H.R.H. Prince Ghazi bin Muhammad visited the Baptism Site with the late
Father Michele Piccirillo. Once the Prince was convinced of the importance of the
site for Christians and for the Hashemite family, a Royal Decree was issued by His
Majesty the late King Hussein bin Talal to form the Board of Trustees for the Baptism
Site. This board was, and still is, chaired by H.R.H. Prince Ghazi bin Muhammad.

As a result of continued cooperation between the Royal Commission of the Bap-
tism Site and the Christian community, H.R.H. Prince Ghazi bin Muhammad, Chair-
man of the Board of Trustees of the Baptism Site, received letters of acknowledgment
of the authenticity of the Baptism Site from the heads of major churches in the Ha-
shemite Kingdom of Jordan and Jerusalem, and later from others throughout the
world.

Letters received are included in Appendix II. These include letters from:

• H.E. the Roman Catholic Patriarch of Jerusalem, January 18, 2003.
• H.B. the Greek Orthodox Patriarch of Jerusalem, Erinious I, October 2,

2003.
• H.E. the Armenian Orthodox Patriarch, September 12, 2005.
• H.E. the Syriac Orthodox Patriarch of Antioch and all the East, Septem-

ber 17, 2005.
• H.H. the Coptic Pope Shenouda III, December 2, 2005.
• H.E. the Patriarch of Moscow and all Russia, Alexy II, November 15,

2006.
• His Grace the Archbishop of Canterbury Dr. Rowan Williams, January

18, 2008.
• H.B. Lutheran Bishop Dr. Mark S. Hanson and Bishop Dr. Munib A.

Younan, April 23, 2008.
• H.E. Baptist World Alliance President David Coffey, September 1, 2008.
• Pastor Rick Warren, Pastor of Saddleback Church in California, USA,

March 18, 2009.
• The Romanian Patriarchate, Daniel Ciobotea, June 25, 2012.
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IMPORTANT VISITS BY CHURCH LEADERS 
TO THE BAPTISM SITE

Before any visit by church leaders, a very important event took place. Arbor Day was
celebrated at the Baptism Site on January 16, 2000 under the patronage of their Maj-
esties King Abdullah II bin Al-Hussein and Queen Rania Al-Abdullah. Palm trees
were planted about half a kilometer east of Elijah’s Hill.
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H.M. King Abdullah II bin Al-
Hussein planting a palm tree at
the Baptism Site, January 16,
2000



On the same day, Their Majesties, accompanied by H.R.H. Prince Ghazi bin 
Muhammad, visited Elijah’s Hill where they were briefed about the archaeological
remains and the religious and historical significance of the site. Thereafter, church
leaders of many different denominations started their visits to this very import-
ant site:
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His Majesty King Abdullah II
and Her Majesty Queen Rania
near Elijah’s Hill

H.B. Karekin II, Catholicos and
Supreme Patriarch of All 
Armenians January 17, 2000
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H.H. Pope John Paul II, March 21, 2000

The Rt. Revd. Archbishop of Canterbury, Rowan Williams January 27,2004
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H.H. The late Coptic Pope, Shenouda III March 6, 2005

H.B. (Catholic) Greek Melkite Patriarch of Antioch Gregorius III May 21, 2005.
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H.B. (Orthodox) Archbishop Anastasios of Albania May 21, 2005

H.B. Assyrian Patriarch of Antioch and the Whole East, Zakka I November 30, 2005
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H.R.H. Prince Ghazi; (Catholic) Archbishop Fuad Twal of Jerusalem; Cardinal Theodore McCarrick; (Catholic) Bishop Salim
Sayegh of Jordan, March 13, 2006

H.B. Latin (Catholic) Patriarch of Jerusalem, Michel Sabbah January 12, 2007
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H.B. Orthodox Patriarch of Jerusalem, Theophilos III March 20, 2007

H.E. The Rt. Rev. Dr. Munib Younan, Bishop of the Evangelical Lutheran Church in Jordan and the Holy Land (ELCJHL)
March 15, 2008
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Cardinal Leonardo Sandri, Prefect of the Congregation for the Oriental Churches, March 28, 2008

H.R.H. Prince Ghazi and H.E. David Coffey, President of the Baptist World Alliance (BWA), May 27, 2008
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H.R.H. Prince Ghazi and H.E. Cardinal Angelo Scola, the Patriarch of Venice, June 22, 2008

H.E. Metropolitan Vladimir, Metropolitan of ChiÅŸinÄƒu and all Moldova, February 24, 2009
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King Abdullah II and H.M. Queen Rania with, H.H. Pope Benedict XVI May 9, 2009

American Baptist Delegation with H.R.H. Prince Ghazi December 8, 2010
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H.B. Ignatius Zakka I, Syriac Orthodox Patriarch of Antioch and All the East, October 23, 2011

Maronite Church Patriarch Mar Bechara Al-Rahi March 10, 2012
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World Orthodox Church leaders pray for peace at the Baptism Site May 28, 2014

H.H. Pope Tawadros II and his delegation with H.R.H. Prince Ghazi at the Baptism Site November 3, 2016



In January 2021, the Latin Patriarch of Jerusalem, Archbishop Pierbattista Pizzaballa,
reaffirmed the location of the baptism of Jesus Christ as on the eastern side of the
Jordan River, in Jordan. Archbishop Pierbattista Pizzaballa told the Catholic News
Service:

It is clear from the historical, archaeological, and indeed all the points of
view that the actual site of Jesus Christ’s baptism (in the Jordan River) is
on the Jordanian side. Traditionally, historically and according to the
Bible, it is on this side … “Bethany Beyond Jordan” was excavated more
than 25 years ago, revealing church foundations from the Romans and
Byzantines. It is believed that these buildings were constructed to com-
memorate the site of Christ’s baptism. Since then, “Bethany Beyond Jor-
dan” has become a hotspot for pilgrims, welcoming over 100,000 visitors
per year.
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The Church of Scotland, The Rt. Rev. Dr. Derek Browning, Moderator with H.R.H. Prince Ghazi April 30, 2018
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THE INSCRIPTION OF THE BAPTISM SITE ONTO THE WORLD
HERITAGE LIST 2015

The preparation of both the Dossier and Management Plan for the inscription of the
Baptism Site onto the World Heritage List was initiated by H.R.H Prince Ghazi bin
Muhammad of Jordan in 2013. The purpose was to preserve the religious, spiritual,
historical, archaeological and natural values of the Site for generations to come. 

A specialized Jordanian team of experts was formed and it prepared the files for
both the Dossier and Management Plan which were required by the World Heritage
Center for evaluation. Having received the files, an expert was sent to examine the
site and see whether it matched their requirements and aligned with the files which
had been sent. His first response was very positive, saying that all issues were very
well taken care of at the Site. He noted that the Baptism Site was among the best-pre-
served sites he had personally examined. The authenticity, integrity, preservation
works and outstanding universal values were very well maintained.

H.R.H Prince Ghazi bin Muhammad’s foreword in the dossier conveyed a clear
message. It indicated the Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan’s tremendous interest in sup-
porting the establishment and preservation of the Site. Despite Jordan’s economic
challenges, every single Jordanian government (from Prime Ministers, to Ministers
of Tourism and Water and Irrigation, to parliamentarians) has spared no effort or ex-
pense over the last two decades to support the establishment of the Baptism Site. In-
deed, no other country in our times has gone so far out of its way to protect the
heritage of another religion for that other religion. In his foreword, H.R.H. Prince
Ghazi underlined:

Adding the Baptism Site to the UNESCO World Heritage List will thus
not only afford it an extra layer of international protection that will ensure
its continuity in the future, it will also support a culture and heritage of
world interfaith harmony, in sha’ Allah.

In 2015 the Jordanian delegation went to Bonn, Germany to participate in the meet-
ing of the World Heritage Committee for its 39th session to nominate the Baptism
Site onto the World Heritage List. The delegation was headed by His Excellency Mr.
Nayef Al- Fayez, Minister of Tourism and Antiquities and he was accompanied by His
Excellency Mr. Makram Al-Qaisi, Jordanian Ambassador to UNESCO. The delega-
tion also included His Excellency Dr. Monther Jamhawi, Director General of the De-
partment of Antiquities, and Engineer Rustom Mkhjian, Assistant Director General
of the Baptism Site Commission and other experts. 

During the discussion sessions, the delegation was determined to enhance their
efforts to register the Baptism Site on the World Heritage List with strong support
from members of Arab countries (Lebanon, Algeria and Qatar) and all 92 member
states of the World Heritage Committee. All twenty-one members unanimously sup-
ported the inscription of the Baptism Site on July 3, 2015. They also thanked the Jor-
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danian government for its crucial role in the preservation of such an important site
for Christians and in building bridges between all religions and all humankind.
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Jordanian delegation members
of the World Heritage sessions
in Bonn-Germany 29th June,
2015

The moment the Baptism Site
was inscribed on the World
Heritage List, 3rd July, 2015



DECISION: 39 COM 8B.10
BAPTISM SITE ‘BETHANY BEYOND THE JORDAN’ 

(AL-MAGHTAS), JORDAN

The World Heritage Committee,

1. Having examined Documents WHC-15/39.COM/8B and WHC- 15/39.COM/
INF.8B1,
2. Inscribes Baptism Site ‘Bethany Beyond the Jordan’ (Al- Maghtas), Jordan, on the
World Heritage List on the basis of criteria (iii) and (vi);
3. Takes note of the following provisional Statement of Outstanding Universal Value:

Brief synthesis

The Baptism Site ‘Bethany beyond the Jordan’ (Al-Maghtas) is located in the Jordan
Valley, north of the Dead Sea. The site contains two distinct archaeological areas, tell
el-Kharrar, also known as Jabal Mar Elias, and the area of the Churches of St. John
the Baptist. ‘Bethany beyond the Jordan’ is of immense religious significance for the
majority of the denominations of the Christian faith who have accepted this site as
the location where Jesus of Nazareth was baptized by John the Baptist. This reference
encouraged generations of monks, hermits, pilgrims and priests to reside in and visit
the site, and to leave behind testimonies of their devotion and religious activities, dat-
ing from between the 4th and the 15th century ce. At present, the site has regained a
popular status as a pilgrimage destination for Christians, who continue to engage in
baptism rituals at the site.

Physical remains associated with the commemoration of the historic baptism of
Jesus include a water collection system and pools as well as churches, chapels, a mon-
astery, hermit caves and pilgrim stations which were built later. These archaeological
structures testify to the early acceptance of this as the authentic site. This early auth-
entication led to the construction of churches and chapels, the habitation of hermit
caves and pilgrimage activities. Beyond its key significance, the site is also associated
with the life and ascension of Elijah (also called Elias) and the prophet Elisha, who
are of common relevance to the monotheistic religions.

Criterion (iii): ‘Bethany beyond the Jordan’ represents in an exceptional way the
tradition of baptism, an important sacrament in Christian faith, and with it the his-
toric and contemporary practice of pilgrimage to the site. This tradition is illustrated
by the archaeological evidence, which references the practice of baptism since the 4th
century. The majority of Christian denominations accepted that Bethany beyond the
Jordan is the authentic location of Jesus of Nazareth’s baptism, a conviction which
strongly characterized historic and present practice of the cultural tradition.

Criterion (vi): The Baptism Site, ‘Bethany Beyond the Jordan’ (Al-Maghtas) is 
directly associated with the Christian tradition of baptism. The property is of highest
significance to the majority of Christian denominations as the baptism site of Jesus
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of Nazareth and for millennia has been a popular pilgrimage destination. Its associ-
ation to this historic event, believed to have taken place at this location, and the con-
temporary rituals which are continued at the Baptism Site illustrate its direct
association with the Christian tradition of baptism.

Integrity
The area proposed for inscription corresponds to the area administered by the Bap-
tism Site Commission. It is maintained as a wilderness area and located within all the
known archaeological remains which are considered to be of Outstanding Universal
Value. All the elements necessary to read and understand the significance conveyed
by the Site are still present and are encompassed by the area. The size of the property
allows the whole valley to be viewed and appreciated by visitors and in most directions
integrates with the wider setting of the Jordan Valley. The property is well protected
through heritage legislation but a construction moratorium should be issued to pre-
vent any new constructions within the property. 

Planned new structures in the buffer zone should be subject to construction guide-
lines which will be defined, and these would apply in particular to the churches 
and the planned pilgrimage village which should be considered under comprehen-
sive Heritage Impact Assessments (HIA) before any approval were granted for 
construction.

Authenticity
The site of ‘Bethany Beyond the Jordan’ (Al-Maghtas) is considered by the majority
of the Christian Churches to be the location where John the Baptist baptized Jesus.
The continuing veneration of the site and pilgrimage to it is a credible expression of
the spirit and feeling attributed to it and the atmosphere which the property conveys
to believers. As the location of Jesus’ baptism is described as ‘wilderness’, the preser-
vation of the Zor, the green wilderness along the Jordan River, is essential to maintain
this attribution. Despite the large volume of visitors to the site, a wilderness feeling
still exists, which is enhanced by the natural materials and simple local construction
methods that were used to build the shelter structures and visitor rest areas.

As it is such an important religious site, several Christian Churches wish to have
a presence in chapels for veneration. Accordingly, locations just outside the property
have been and continue to be allocated for the construction of churches. Although
these modern structures could be seen as compromising the authenticity of the setting
of the site, they do not impinge on or negatively impact the central area containing
the archaeological remains.

The archaeological areas have been preserved in their original materials, but have
in many places been restored by adding similar materials from the area to allow for
easier interpretation or use of the structures. In some cases, archaeological fragments
have been reassembled and at times restoration work could be seen as reducing the
authenticity in material and workmanship.
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Protection and management requirements
The property is designated as an antique site according to Antiquities Law 21/1988,
art. 3, par 8. This law prohibits destruction, damage or alteration of the antiquity itself
and regulates development works around it, so as to avoid major impact on the an-
tiquity and on its contextual perception. The property and its buffer zone are likewise
protected by the Jordan Valley Authority Laws and at the site level by the By-Laws of
the Baptism Site Commission. The objective of these laws is to protect the property
from potential future threats, focused mainly on development and tourism projects
that might jeopardize the nature and character of the Site and its immediate surround-
ings. It is recommended that a construction moratorium be issued for the property
to prevent any new constructions except those exclusively dedicated to the protection
of the archaeological remains.

The veneration of the place, the presence of several church communities and con-
tinuing pilgrimage adds a level of traditional protection. It is not in the interest of the
Christian communities that the property loses its character and accordingly visitation
is arranged which pays respect to the site’s significance.

The protection measures at both the national level and in particular by the Baptism
Site Commission are effective and will, if consistently implemented, prevent negative
impact to the property. The World Heritage Committee further encouraged all con-
cerned State Parties to ensure the protection of the western banks of the Jordan River
to preserve important vistas and sightlines of the property.

The authority responsible for the management of the Baptism Site, Bethany
Beyond the Jordan is the Baptism Site Commission, which is directed by an indepen-
dent board of trustees appointed by H.M. King Abdullah II bin al-Hussein and chaired
by H.R.H. Prince Ghazi bin Muhammad. Revenues generated on site are utilized 
for the administration and management of the property. As a result of these financial
resources, the management team is well staffed and qualified.

The management is guided by a preliminary management plan of January 2014, which
is to be revised and completed to cover the aspects of risk preparedness, maintenance
and visitor management. It should also integrate regular reviews to evaluate 
achievements and revise objectives. The current management arrangements already
in place are largely adequate. Visitor access is controlled at one single entrance gate,
which allows not only for the control of visitor numbers but also for the distribution
of information. Specific paths which protect the remaining wilderness character of
the site are laid out for visitor walks and pilgrim processions.
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

The official baptism site of Jesus Christ is in the Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan.
Any other site that claims to be the baptism site of Jesus is simply an invention for
tourists and lacks the authenticity provided by an unbroken historic tradition and
archaeological remains. 

Within the small geographic location of the Baptism Site today, many important
Biblical events took place. The small, low hill was given various names throughout
history, including Mount Hermon, ‘Tell Mar Elias’ or Elijah’s Hill. The rediscovery
was initiated by the visit of H.R.H. Prince Ghazi bin Muhammad accompanied by
the late Father Michele Picirillo in 1995. Excavations led to the discovery of the
Rhetorios Monastery that is associated with three important Biblical events: Eli-
jah’s ascension to heaven, Elisha receiving his commission as a prophet and John
the Baptist starting his ministry. John had been living in a simple cave that was
turned into a church. Continuing along the spring where John the Baptist baptized
believers towards the River Jordan to the west, many hermit cells are on either bank
of the valley. Midway between Elijah’s Hill and the River, a pilgrims’ station served
by a large baptismal pool was discovered, clearly indicating that pilgrims visited
the site and stayed there on their pilgrimage route following the trails of the
prophets in the Holy Land. Amidst the tamarisk trees, surrounded by the River
Jordan, the most important location is that of the remains of five uniquely-designed
churches and a unique cruciform baptistery. These had been built during the By-
zantine period and up to the Islamic periods. They also mark a very important spot
and event, namely the place where John met Jesus Christ and baptized him. It is
the place where Jesus Christ was anointed with the Holy Spirit, marking the be-
ginning of his ministry and the beginning of Christianity.

The Baptism Site is protected to preserve the way John and Jesus Christ saw it,
enabling visitors today to experience the spirituality of the place at each and every
stop they make and link them with the important Biblical events that took place
there. This small geographic location is known by many different names. According
to different editions of the Bible, it is known as either ‘Bethany beyond the Jordan’
or ‘Bethabara beyond the Jordan’. The locals call it ‘Al-Maghtas’, and it is also
known as the Baptism Site. It might be small in area, but it has been part of the in-
spiration of some of the modern world’s great messages such as The Amman Mess-
age, the A Common Word initiative and The World Interfaith Harmony Week.
These are messages of peace and love much needed by humanity today.

Jordan and its Royal Hashemite Family’s custodianship, care, protection and
love for the Baptism Site is a shining example of a country that has spared no effort
to protect the heritage of another religion.
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JOHN THE BAPTIST 

CHURCH AREA: 

ARCHITECTURAL 
EVIDENCE 

Rustom Mkhjian and Chrysanthos 
Kanellopoulos 

Introduction 

Bethany beyond the Jordan is located in al- 
Kafrayn region, east of the Jordan River. about 8 
kilometers north of the Dead Sea. Important archi- 
tectural remains along the Wfidi at-Kharrâr (¿>i9 

i) include memorial churches and monastefies, 
hermit cells, a caravanserai, a large pool and a site 
associated with Mary the Egyptian; these were ex- 
cavated under the direction of Mohammad Waheeb 
of the Department  of Antiquities  (see Waheeb 
2001; 2002). The Depamnent of Antiqui ñes re- 
quested assistance from the American Center of 
Oriental Research (ACOR) for the documentation 
phase of the project. In the first phase, Engineer 
Fawwaz Ishaqat of Hashemite University carried 
out a survey of the entire site, which made it pos- 
sible to link all of the structures. The ground plans 
and elevations are in part based on material created 
by draftsperson Safinaz Kubagah. Her plans and 
sections were updated and connected following the 
results of Ge survey. 

The present study focuses on  the memorial 
churches 300 meters east of and 70 meters north of 
the present course of the river (Fig. 1). The site is 
called the “John the Bapñst Church Area” (Fig. 2) 
and includes  the following  smictures  (the de- 
scriptions in parentheses are those used by M. Wa- 
heeb t2001]): Pillared Hall (the first church); Low- 
er Basilica (tHe second church); Basilica (the third 
church); Room South  of  the Basilica  (Mosaic 
Pavement); S taircase;  four  piers;  Chapel  (the 
found church); and Later Structures (Late Islamic 
$tuctures). 

25.15m), and possibly six in the NS direction  (total 
Pillared Hall (the first church)  length 25.80m). The existence of that many pillars 

The pillared hall is built on sandy  soil, at an ab- is evidence by: 1. The remains of foundations for 
solute level of -394.810m,  compared to -400.000m  two  pillars  along  the  south   wall  of the  “third 

on the lowest floor of  tHe site and compared to the  church” (B6 and C6 in Fig. 3); 2. The distances be- 
level of  tHe  Jordan  River  on January  15, 2003, -  tween the NS piers; 3. The material and mortar 

402.000m.  The  remains  of  a  set  of stone pillars  used; 4. The dimensions  of  the foundations; and 5) 
(Fig.  3)  running  EW  and  NS  are evident.  They The level of the extant foundations. 
consist of nine in the EW d*recñon  (total length of The foundations vary in size (A, C, E, G, and I 

-9- 

1. ADAJ 2003: John the Baptist Church Area / Architectural evidence.
[vol 47, pp. 9-18]
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e. Eton e/ roe site; sec non râro«gfi iM Basilica (the rhird cfwrc fi J, sioircose. rind ih e siruc nire with Stour piers (dro»'in g by Cflry- 
santhos Kan•llapa • los). 

ere larger than B, D, F, and H), but they are con- 
structed ot fieldstone of average size bound to- 
gether by a cementing material of gray color with 
plaster remains noticed at the surface of some of 
the foundations. The pillars  also vary  in size. 
Sandstone ashlars were used in building the outer 
sides of the pillars, whereas the core consisted of 
tieldstone anfi cementing  material.  The pillars 
were raised to a minimum height of 2.5m judging 
from the remains of one of them (E2). 

A large number of  sandstone  ashlars  were 
found between the set of piers E and F, 1 to 3: 
some of these ashlars were covered with a whitish 
plaster. Some fragments of white, medium-sized 
mosaic tesserae were also found just to the east ot 
piers A2 and A3. 

We can therefore conclude that these sets of 
pillars were designed to carry or support a large 
platform that, in turn, might have supported or 
formed the elevated floor of a monastery, basilica, 
or any other structure. The lack of a tloor supports 
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the identification of the set of pillars as the infra- 
structure for an elevated building. 
 
Power Basilica (the second church) 

Test trenches in the western parts of both the 
northern and southern aisles of the Basiliea un- 
covered marble floors  of  various geometrical 
shapes and colors (Wabeeb 2001: 421, fig. d), gen- 
erally tilting towards the west with fallen ashlars di- 
rectly over the SW pan of the marble pavement. 
Pans of the southern wall of the Lower Basilica 
could also be seen in those trenches. Since the sec- 
tions formed by tne difference in height  between 
the floor levels of the “the second and the third 
churches”— about 2m in its westernmost pans — 
included mixed material such as marble fragments, 
as htars, pottery, etc.. and since the walls of Ge Bar 
silica were partly built of the remains of the Lower 
Basilica, it can be assumed that the Basilica over- 
laid the remains of the Lower Basilica and  made 
use of those remains to strengthen its foundations. 
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Chgzan/Gos doneffopoufo›J. 

Since the floor tilts to the west, floods trom the 
west must have caused the destruction of the Low- 
er Basilica, undermining its foundations. This is an 
indicañon that the main course of the river was 
probably just west of the Lower Basilica. Floods 
would also be the cause of the destruction of the 
Basilica itself since most of its western parts have 
vanished. Because it would have  been in- 
appropriate to excavate through the floor of the 
Basilica to expose the complete remains of the 
Lower Basilica, not much more can be said  about 
it 

An o blique wall (see Fig. 5) against the north 

wall of the Basiliea (the third church)  incorporates 
a reused pilaster capital with a cross. This wall is 
identified by Waheeb (2001: 420, fig. 3) as a fea- 
mre of the second church. This oblique wall is 
founded on high ground, is almost deprived of 
foundations, and could be attributed to a later phase 
of development. 

 
Basilica (the third church) 

Although it was built at a ground level higher 
than the surrounding remains, relatively little re- 
mains of the Basilica. THe building (Figs. 2, £) had 
a minimum length of 27m and a width of 15.80m 
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5. Penn o/pen r/ roe Pillared 6all ond o/ rhc Bait cu (6/#câ 

iecrions3 with me remains o/ the Imaged walls nored 
 

tir'terior width  ot  13.38m);  the  floor  was at 
—394.11m. The interior dimension  of  15.80m 
equals 50 standard early Byzantine feet measuring 
0.315m each (Underwood 1948; Chen 1989: 203). 
Since the basilica was panly built over the remains 
of earlier structure (the Lower Basilica and the Pil- 
lared Hall), its construction made use of mese re- 
mains as foundations, especially for its  northern 
and southern walls. Elsewhere, the foundations are 
of fieldstone of  medium size, well cemented  with  
c gtz yini  liJne  mortar,  the  hei8^' m'•z ••- 
wording to the original topography. The exisñng 
external walls indicate that these were built of 
sandstone ashlars forming both the inner  and  the 
on ter skins, w*th a mixture of fieldstone and sand- 
stone pieces cemented together  forming  the  core 
of the walls. These have an average width of 1.10 
meters. Rectangular piers with section dimensions 
of 1.30 x 0.58m and 1.42 x 0.58m supported the 
roof. The western most, standing piers are spaced 
3.42m apart. Certain blocks  at  foundat(on  level 
can be interpreted as infrastructure for more piers. 
The clear width of the nave is 5.12m and that the 
south and north  aisles are 3.45 and 3.63m  re- 
spectively. 

 
Feaiures in the central aisle include the  sand- 

stone Foundations for Me chancel screen, a tec- 
tangular apse measuring 7.6m long (N-S) and in its 
center the altar (= 0.80m"), made of sandstone (re- 
maining marble slabs on both its western and south- 
ern sides indicate it  was  revetied  with  marble). 
West of the altar are the  remains  of  a mosaic  floor 
of medium size, colored tesserae; among  the  mo- 
tifs, a vase with two handles and flowers can  be 
noted. On the east comer OJ the vase a rosene is de- 
picted. 

North ot the altar there was a marble floor ot ge- 
ometrical design (opus se t:tile). The marble has to- 
tally vanished but the underlying moriar (of grayish 
color) retains the impressions of the pattern. The re- 
mains of a wall foundation of an apse built of sand- 
stone indicate the extent of the rectangular apse. 

In both the northern and southern aisles,  only 
the floor bedding survives, with some remains of a 
mosaic floor; in the eastern pan of the  northern 
aisle (Fig. 6) is a geometric motif with large col- 
ored tesserae. These fragile remains need special at- 
tention and that is one of the reasons why the east- 
ern part of the northern wall has been restored; the 
western part of its southern wall has been restored; 
and the eastern part of the southern call will be re- 
stored in the future. A reversible shelter to protect 
the Basilica was also installed (Fig. 7). 

Most of the western parts of the Basilica are to- 
tally destroyed to the level of the foundations, an 
indication again of the continu ous flooding in the 
area. 

A hall. 4m wide and about 6m long, exists just 
east of the sancto ary wall. Its floor has settled to the 
west (just as the staircase has settled).  The re- 
maining fragments of marble of various geometric 
shapes and colors and the mortar underlayment ex- 
posed where the marble is missing show that the 

 

6. Remoins oJ roe mosnic door in the rio rid m aisle of the Ba- 
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the time of its construcuon, is almost totally deg 
snoyed and indicates  strong flooding of the river. 
A high risk of floods still ex*sts; the area was in 
undated on Febniary 24th and March 27th. 2003. 

Enough remains of a side entrance to the stair- 
case to the north to show it had a width of 1.30m 
with sidewalls that were 0.70m thick. This  was 
also built of sand tone ashlars. 

The south wall of tfie staircase has totally cold 
}apsed southward to a depth lower than the stairs 
case itself. This indicates that the natural level 
south of that south wall 'was of a lower level than 
the steps at this point along the descent (Figs. 9, 

10). Therefore, water may have raised that h*gh at 
some po*nt in time, thereby undermining the found 
dations. 

The Four Piers 
The remains of three massive, well bujlt piers 

are at the lowermost end of the staircase (Figs. 2, 

11). Two of them stand to a height of 3m and there 
are the poor remains of a third pier to the SW. It 
appears that these belong to an original arrange- 
ment that consis red of four piers. The fourth (SE) 
pier has almost totally vaiiished. but can be as- 
sumed by symmeny, and excavations  carried  out 
in the summer of 2002 uncovered a few  ashlars 
and field stones scattered in the presumed location 
of the SE pier. 

Hence there were at least four piers at the east- 
ern end of the staircase, and they were built to car- 
ry or withstand great pressures. Because of their 
location at the point where the Wadl al-Kharrâr 
met the river or One of its offshoots, the piers suf- 
fered great damage: the southern piers have all but 
vanished; the CIE pier tilts about 4 degrees (from 
the vertical plane) towards the west, while the NW 
pier tiI ts about 1 degree to the east (Fig. 12). 

The NE pier is almost square in plan (2.70 x 
2.80m), while the NW pier has a  length of  2.25m 
but its other sides cannot be measured because jt 
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Ch rysar has Karr ellopoa foe}. 
was not excavated as a chapel lies over it. The dis- 
tance separating the piers at the top is 3.38m and at 
the bottom is 3.60 to 3.65m. 

The overall arrangement is 9.25 x 9.25rn*. The 
area inside the piers is paved with large flagstones, 
arid is about -400.000m to -400.013m, thus about 
2m above the water level  of  the Jotdan River 
(which was 402.000 m on January 15th, 2003). 

Sandstone ashlars, about a foot high, were used 
to construct the outer skins of the piers, which in 
turn had a core densely filled with fieldstone and 
sandstone pieces well cemented with a lime mortar. 
At the tower parts of the existing piers grayish plas- 
ter covering them is still well attached (total thick- 
ness of 15-20mm) with hundreds of cross marks in- 
cised all over them. Inscriptions were also noted on 
the southern part of me NW pier. 

A study of the arch stones found in the center ot 
the four pjers indicated that they belonged to arches 
of about 1.8m in radius. Knowing that the distance 
between the piers is about 3.50 — 3.60m, we could 
conclu de that they belonged to arches and vaults on 
top of the piers (Figs. 12, i3). 

Remains of a large arched gateway with door- 
jambs, each Inn wide, are in the western pair of 
piers. The clear opening of the gate is 2.50m, thus 
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(drawing by Chrysaathos Konellopoulos). 

corresponding to the width of the staircase that 
leafs trom The four piers to the Basilica (the thirfi 
church). In site arch springers are found at a he*ght 
of 1.80m  above  floor level,  allowing  for  re- 
construction of the arched gate. Thus the overall 
height of the latter can be calculated to be 3.00 to 
3.05m. 

During the documentation project, considera- 
tion was given to whether the four piers cou Id in fact 
be the remains of a bridge over Wadi aJ- Kharrâr. 
William Francis Lynch’s 1848 map of the Jordan 
River documents the ruins of two Roman bridges, 
both considerably  north  of  this  site.  At this site, 
Lynch marks  “Pilgrim’s  Ford”  (Rook 1998 
“Sketch Map of the River Jordan”: 17, il- lustration 
“Ruined bridge  of  Semakh”).  According to this 
seenari , the "s mall square church” that is described 
by Arculfus as standing on four vaults, would in fact 
be built on the standing piers of an older, ruined 
bridge (see below, conclusions  and Fig. l4). 
However, examination of the excavated area and 
extant remains did not *dentify any fea- tures. either 
— in sequence or in correspondence with the extant 
set of piers, — that could be inter- preted as bridge 
elements. The mere existence of a gate leading to the 
banks underneath the piered structure would be 
somewhat unusual for a bridge. The piered structure 
is closely associated wiG the Staircase and the 
axial approach to the Basilica, thus allowing f r a 
Byzantine date for the massive piers. 

Chapel (the fourth church) 
At some point, after the destruction of the four 

piers, a small Chapel was built on the remains  of 
the NW pier. The exisung remains of the Chapel 
show that it was built using materials sirrfilar to all 
the churches mentioned above. There is only one 
course of sandstone call remaining in its northern 
and northeastern parts. However, these remains are 
enough to assume a Chapel of about 3.05m wide 
and 5m long (Figs. lS, t6). In the midst of the 
northern wall an entrance, 1.6m wide, led to the 
Chapel in which only the whitish bedding of the 
pavement now remains. The northern wall is 0.60m 
thick and was builr using sandstone ashlars (0.30m 
high) on the outer and inner skins. The core of the 
call is densely filled with boulders and sandstone 
pieces that are weI1 cemented. The apse is in- 
corporated within the rectangular external  walls 
and is almost semicircular (0. 95m deep, 2.25m 
wide) with the eastern wall about 0.85m thick. The 
apse floor is around 0.15m highet than the floor of 
the nave. Again, only the whitish bedding of the 
floor remains in the apse. In the center of the chan- 
cel screen there is a reused white marble capital 
with sandstone ashlars around it. 

The architects made use of the best-preserved 
pier (the NW pier) as the main foundation for the 
Chapel. But it is important to note that the chapel 
was not built parallel to the pier walls. In other 
words, the Chapel is oriented almost exactly east- 
west, and was larger than the pier Hence the fol- 

-15- 
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lowing can be deduced: 
1. Floods and/or eanhquakes had destroyed what- 

ever superstrucfure the Your piers carried, and 
debris filled the area. 

2. The baptistery area below the struemre ofthe 
four piers was no longer in use. 

3. The staircase had panially collapsed and was 
covered by alluvial deposits. 

4. The Basilicas had also been desaoyed; reused 
marble capital at the center of the  chancel 
screen and other reused stones seen in the 
southern section of the Chapel are evidence of 
lhis. 
It therefore appears  that  this small Chapel  was 

a later memorial at a location held sacred,  perhaps 
as a reminder of the original function of the four 
piers or of the structure that had been supported on 
those piers (Fig. 17). 

Water Structures (Late Islamic Structures) 

M, Wafieeb refers to a late Islamic layer in the 
Basilica (2001: 423, fig. 9; 2002; Abu Shmeis and 
Waheeb 2002). The plane of the related walls are 
incorporated in f gure 5 and  a hypothetical re- 

 
 
 

construction is shown in Figure 18. 
 

Conclusion 

A comparison of the architectural remains with 
the historical texts is enlightening. For a prior dis- 
cussion of a number ot the texts see Waheeb (200 I: 
424-25). Although a great number of pilgrims visit- 
ed the site, only a tew described what they saw in 
any detail. In AD 530, Theodor iiis (14-15) said: 

”In  the place  where  the Lord  was baptized there 
is a single marble pillar, and on the p*11ar an iron 
cross  has  been  fastened.  There  too is  the Church ot 
S. John the Baptist, which the Emperor Anastasius 
built: this church is very lofty, being built above 
large chambers, on account of the Jordan when it 
overflows". 

The connection between this account and the 
Pillared Hall has already been noted by Waheeb 
(2001: 425). Ttie traveler of AD 670, Arctic (37- 
38) said: 

“a stone bridge is carried on arches to the bank, 

-16- 
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across which men go to the cross and descend by a 
slope to the bank, ascending as they return. At the 
edge of the fiver is a small square church, built, as 
is said. on the spot where the garments of the Lord 
where taken care of at the fime He was baptized. 
This is raised, so as to be uninhabitable, oa four 
stone vaults, standing above the waters, which 
flow below. It is protected above by blacked lime. 
and below, as has been said, is supported by vaults 
and arches. This church is in the lower ground of 
the yatley though whicb the River Jordan flows”. 

Waheeb (2001: 425) associated this description 
with his third or fourih churches. However, it is 
more likely, given Arcultus’s description of tfie 
church heing “on four stone vaults”, that what he 
saw was a structure carried on the four piers (Fig. 
13 or, much less likely, Fig. 14). Arculfus’ de- 
scripfion of a slope might fit well with the stair- 
case. His mention of a stone bridge, however, is 
more difficult unless there was once such a bridge 
out to me place where the cross was and there is 
now no trace of that structure. 

Dating to AD 754, the text of St. Willibald (18) 
describes what is at the place where Jesus was 
baptized: “A church stands tHere now, raised up 
high on stone columns. and underneath the church 
is now dry ground. where our Lord was baptized 
in this very spot”. This text would seem to 6e too 
late to be referring to the Pillared Hall, but might 
refer to the four piers and the presumed church 
above those piers. This theory would be reinforced 
by the fact that hundreds of cross marks were 
found in tfie lower parts of the piers. Pilgrims who 
were baptized in the place where they believed ie- 
sus had been baptized presumably left these. A 
traveler in AD 1106-1107, A66or Daniel (27-28) 
said: 

“It is a couple of good bow-shots from Hermon 
to the ancient Monastery of St. John, where there 
was a large church dedicated to St. John the Fore- 
runner. Not far from the aJ tar ot this church, upon 
an elevation on tHe east side, there is a IiRle chapel 
with an altar. This marks the place where John the 
forerunner baptized our Lord Jesus Christ. i The 
place where Christ was baptized i a  tant from the 
river Jordan as far es a man can throw a small 
stone”. 

Given the date of this text it is probable that 
what he saw was the Chapel built on the ruins of 
the four piers. 

The succession of structures at this site is tes- 
timony to the forces of nature and to the de- 
termination of file believers to build memorials at 
what they believed was the original site of the bap- 

 
tisza of Jesus. had the structures been built in a less 
pwcarious locauoa, they would  pmbably  have  sur- 
vived, albeit witb modifications. into modem times. 
F”'loodS and earthquakes, however, rcgcaNdty  de- 
stroked the memorials unfil. at some point, the  site 
was abandoned. 
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APPENDIX II : LETTERS OF AUTHENTICATION

The overwhelming biblical, archeological, and historical evidence has led many 
religious leaders throughout the world to recognize this location as the authentic
site of Jesus’ baptism.

On this page you'll find letters of authentication from top religious leaders and
archeologists as well as uncover the primary evidences that lead authorities to con-
firm this site's authenticity.

THE EVIDENCE

Biblical
Wadi al-Kharrar is the modern name for the site of "Saphsaphas", which is depicted
on the 6th century mosaic map of the Holy Land in Madaba. The site lies east of
the Jordan River, just west of the village of Al-Kafrayn and within sight of the fa-
mous town of Jericho west of the river.

Archeological
At the beginning of Wadi al-Kharrar, near the monastic complex, or "Laura", 
Christian pilgrims have traditionally been shown a hill (known as Jabel Mar Elias
in Arabic) where the Prophet Elijah ascended into heaven. Here, you can see a 
sanctuary that attracted pilgrims well into the medieval period.

Historical
The Russian pilgrim Abbot Daniel was impressed by the place and in 1106 he wrote:
"Not far away from the river, at a distance of two arrow throws, is the place where
the Prophet Elijah was taken into Heaven in a chariot of fire. There is also the grotto
of Saint John the Baptist. A beautiful strong fast stream (torrential rain) full 
of water flows over the stones. The water is very cold, has a very good taste and is
the water that John drank.
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Armenian Patriarch
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Baptist World Alliance
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Greek Orthodox Patriarch of Jerusalem, Erinious I
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Greek Orthodox Patriarch of Jerusalem, Theophilos III
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His Grace the Archbishop of Canterbury Dr. Rowan Williams
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His Holiness the Coptic Pope Shenouda III
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Lutheran recognition of the Baptism Site
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Pastor Rick Warren, Pastor of Saddleback Church in California, USA 

March 18, 2009 

 

Message of Greeting from Pastor Rick Warren, 

Pastor of Saddleback Church in California, USA 

and author of The Purpose Driven Life, 

al salaam alaykum, 

I want to express my deep joy and gratitude to all of you who has been 
involved in the planning and building of this Baptism Center. This is an 
historic day that we have all dreamed of, talked about, and planned for years. 
I congratulate my dear friend, King Abdullah II bin Al Hussein, and also my 
dear friend, Prince Ghazi Bin Mohammed, for their vision for this site, and 
for King Abdullah’s generosity in making the site possible. 

The opening of this authentic site where Jesus (Peace be upon him) was 
baptized, will be a place of Peace. It is my prayer that all who visit will have 
a deeper understanding of who Jesus is, what God sent him to do, and will 
experience the compassion and mercy of God in this place 

Although I cannot be with you today, my heart is with you, and I thank all of 
the world leaders who have graced this site with their presence as we 
celebrate today. Just as His Holiness Pope Benedict XVI intends to visit the 
site this May, I also intend to make a pilgrimage to this site in 2010, during 
my next visit to several Middle Eastern nations. 

May God bless all of you this day. 

Rick Warren 

Dr. Rick Warren 

Saddleback Church 

Purpose Driven Network 

P.E.A.C.E. Coalition 

Pastor Rick Warren
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Patriarch of Antioch for the Maronites, Patriarch Mar Nasrallah
Boutros Sfeir
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Patriarch of Ethiopia, Archbishop of Axum
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Patriarch of Moscow and all Russia, Alexy II
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Roman Catholic Church, Roman Catholic Patriarch of Jerusalem
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Syrian Orthodox Patriarch of Antioch and all the East
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The Romanian Patriarchate, Daniel Ciobotea



APPENDIX III : THE ARCHAEOSEISMOLOGY 
REPORT OF THE BAPTISTRY (AL-MAGHTAS)
SITE, JORDAN
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APPENDIX IV : A FIELD STUDY OF THE GROUND DEFORMATION
AT THE BAPTISMAL ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITE  (AL-MAGHTAS), 
JORDAN
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Memorandum of Understanding between the Baptism Site Commission 

 and the Baptism Site Development Zone 

 

 

 

 

 

 










